
The Masala-Dani

Rays of sun shone through Nisha Desai’s window as an orchestral pair of

birds ensued in cheery song. The rosebush on Nisha’s front yard greeted the sun

with graceful blooms. As soon as the warm sunshine touched Nisha’s face, she

woke up with a groan. How could she forget? She smiled and ripped o� her quilted

covers. It was Shivratri, the Hindu festival commemorating the wedding of Lord

Shiva and his wife, Parvati! It was one of Nisha’s favourite times of the year.

Cousins and close friends came over, and her grandfather often visited. This year,

Nisha was in charge of making the prasad, or o�ertory for Lord Shiva, and a feast

for the family! Nisha was not good at cooking; she was exceptional. Seema

Auntie always visited for her confections and dishes, and the priest at the temple

always welcomed her pedas, a creamy treat.

She swiftly scrubbed her teeth with a blue toothbrush and combed her

unkempt jet-black hair. However unkempt Nisha’s hair might have been, the

stronger it couldn’t be. Her mother always massaged relieving mahabhringraj oil

in her hair. After that, she rapidly changed into clean clothes. She scarfed down a
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cascade of snow-white milk and stale corn flakes from the cabinet after

running to the kitchen.

“Bhagwan, Nisha, what is the rush? The pots and pans are not going to run

away!” said Nisha’s mother as she came down the wooden staircase.

“Lord Shiva is waiting! He will be upset if I don’t make his prasad soon

enough.” Nisha laughed.

She pressed her hands on her sari, ready to work. She located the drawer

under the microwave, right over the cabinets. It was the cooking drawer, filled

with bric-a-brac like cookbooks, recipe cards and more. She glanced at a food

guide from Burlington, wherever that might be. But that was not what Nisha was

in search for. As she carefully put aside the other items, she found her late

grandmother, or Nani’s, cookbook. The crisp notebook was old and tattered, but

it was filled with love. The front was a faded cotton cover with a coloured

illustration of Goddess Annapurna; the goddess of food and nourishment. Nisha

bowed her head down in respect before she flipped through the pages. Nani’s

familiar handwriting flashed on the pages and the scent of sandalwood wafted

o� of the pages just as if a floral scent escaped o� of a rose. Nani’s elegant Hindi

script in blue ink was Nisha’s utmost comfort; the smallest inkblot or feather of
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her pen satisfied her. There were about 150 recipes all written in alphabetical

order.

She made a mental note of what she was going to make: daal, matar

paneer, and aloo curry.

Nisha cracked her knuckles. She started with the daal, her personal

favourite. She had speculated that she would need the cookbook more— it’s as if

Nani’s soul was secretly telling Nisha the directions instead of using the book.

After picking out two fresh tomatoes, some garlic cloves, and a plump red onion,

she set to cutting. In a matter of seconds, a pile of fresh vegetables turned into

a jumble of slices on the ancient cutting board. Nisha had a special connection

with that cutting board— perhaps there might have been thousands of little

organisms in it, but turmeric paste did the job after a long day of cooking.

She took out a medium-sized pan and set it on the stove. Using some

butter-stained matches, the stove breathed to life into a blue and orange dance.

A satisfying pour of mustard oil followed, creating small little bubbles on the

pan. While the oil started to heat, Nisha turned on the blue aluminium radio and

set it to the Bollywood channel. Her favourite song, Chunnari, Chunnari was

playing. On the beat, Nisha added cumin seeds and onions creating a soft sizzle.
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This recipe was like a song— first slow, with a sizzle, then the chorus adding the

onions and garlic with a loud sizzle. Then, it simmers with the cool tomatoes.

Dha, ni sa! Dha, ni sa!

Left of the stove was a cabinet, with the masala-dani. The masala-dani

was a tin container with numerous little tin cups, filled with all types of spices.

The top of the masala-dani had a clear plastic covering frosted with years of all

spices. No one dared to clean it. If you did, you might as well have cleaned o� its

magic and authenticity! On the side of the tin etched was each name of every

woman in the Desai family. This was not a new container. Even her

great-grandmother’s name was on it! She first added two spoons of salt; the

spoon made a small rocky sound as it dragged through the metal cup. Then, she

added two spoons of fine Kashmiri chilli powder, imported from the snowy

mountains. After a mix of fennel, Nisha added two spoons of turmeric. The

stubborn spice had created many stains on Desai's counter. The silver spoon

always remained yellow even after washing it! The spice and vegetable mixture

bubbled as Nisha rubbed her hands on her sari. Yellow fingerprints appeared on

the hem of her sari. She shook o� the incident and mixed the pan, adding water.
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Later, she added that same mixture to a blistering-hot pressure cooker filled with

black lentils. One down, two to go! Sheeee! goes the pressure cooker.

Matar paneer was another dish of Nisha’s that was well-liked. The

unmeltable cheese, however unmeltable it was, always melted in her mouth. She

followed the same formula as the daal, adding peas and tomato paste, and finally

adding the recently-baked cheese blocks. Her mouth watered.

Aloo curry is not an easy recipe to make. Since its main ingredient is

potatoes, Nisha had to boil, peel and make sure that the spices got injected into

them. If not, the curry tastes like nothing! Nisha could not live without spices.

A few hours later, it was time for the veneration. Nisha sooned a little bit

of her creations onto a silver plate facing the murti, or statue of Lord Shiva, his

newlywed consort Parvati and their elephant-headed son Lord Ganesha. As

neighbours, friends and family spilled into the prayer room, Nisha noticed a very

special person. It was her grandfather, Nana! She hugged him tightly and breathed

in his fresh cotton kurta. Panditji, or the priest, commenced the veneration, a

flowing poetry of beautiful Sanskrit texts. Nisha focused her faith on Lord Shiva,

incense wafting under her nose. Om namah Shivay!
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After the family finished eating, she noticed the masala-dani still on the

counter. She glanced at Nani’s name: Padma Desai. She retrieved a sewing

needle from the living room and neatly etched in her name— Nisha Desai—

proudly, forever beside her grandmother.
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